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Name…………………………………..school……………………………..
What sources of power were used by farmers in Victorian Times?
oxen
electricity

horses
gas

people
petrol engines

water power
tractors

wind power
solar power

How was most of the work done on the farm in Victorian times?
Slaves were made Lots of people
to do most of the worked together
work

Children did most One person did
of the work
most of the work

Rich people paid
poor people to do
the work

In modern times, how is most of the work done on the farm?
Children do most
of the work

Slaves are made
to do most of the
work

One person does
most of the work

Lots of people
work together

Rich people pay
poor people to do
the work

Sewing seeds

Weeding the
fields
Mending fences

What jobs did a farmer do in Victorian times?
Feeding horses
harvesting
ploughing

Cleaning the
stables
Buying diesel for
the tractor
Driving round the
farm on a
motorbike

Learning how to
use a computer
Looking after
sheep and pigs
Mending tools

Taking sheep to
market in a van
Grinding corn to
make flour

Celebrating the
end of harvest

Can you find the tools in the display to do these jobs?
plough

Seed sower

Weeding tools

scythe

Fencing tools

What materials are most of the objects in the agricultural display made of?
wood

iron

plastic

brass

clay

straw

Find a photograph of lots of people holding simple, cheap tools.
What do you think is better ?
Lots of people working hard with simple, cheap tools.
One person doing the same job with a complicated, expensive machine.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

FIND THESE IN THE DISPLAY

No 1 - wooden plough

No 2 - metal plough

No 3 - wooden harrow

No 4 - metal harrow

What are the advantages of making things of metal rather than wood?
Tick the correct boxes.
Wood goes rotten

Wood is cheap

Metal is more
expensive

Metal is stronger

Wood can be
repaired easily
Metal breaks
easily

Wood can be
found anywhere
Metal goes rusty

Wood is strong
Some metal
objects have to be
made in factories

